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SUMMARY
This fourth deliverable of WP1 aims at analyzing the most important trends affecting the forest
based bioeconomy and particularly the possible drivers and barriers resulting from the trends
for research and development of raw material sourcing and availability. This field covers
different topics such as forest inventory and wood availability; silviculture; wood supply chain,
logistics and transportation; biotechnology and breeding; recycled wood and fibers, wood
quality assessment; suitability between biomass and processing; and sustainability
assessment tools (environmental, social, economics).
The study was carried out by evaluating the effects of alternative Social, Technological,
Economical, Environmental and Political (STEEP) trends. Selected most relevant trends were
analyzed in more detail and their impacts on raw material sourcing and availability were
evaluated. Furthermore, the research and development needs stemming from the analyzed
trends for the different topics listed above were investigated in more detail.
This report gives an overview of the most relevant STEEP trends and their impacts to the raw
material sourcing and availability. The major trends identified from this methodology were : i)
social: the social perception about forests production and forest based-products, land usage
and segregation; ii) technological: digital and remote technologies, the usage of the correct raw
materials for the right usages and recycling; iii) economic: the competition between forest raw
material usages and the standardisation; iv) environmental: climate change and certification; v)
political: European/national forest programs and GMO legislation.
STEEP analyses allowed identifying the main R&D needs and their drivers and possible
barriers. Coupling the genomic-assisted selection of novel varieties, new forest management
approaches to increase productivity, high throughput technologies for wood quality assessment
both for breeding programs and to ensure the best usage of the different fractions of wood
products, increasing the use of ICT and remote sensing technologies with the help of big data
mining tools, and the development of new technologies for sorting and recycling,
standardization and sustainability assessment methodologies were the main technological
R&D topics identified. The main drivers for the R&D topics are the needs of resource
efficiency, climate change, land use changes and public policies whereas possible barriers
included the social acceptance of highly specialized forests using genomic sciences and
related technologies (genomic selection, gene editing technologies..), the possibility of inducing
vulnerability to forests and the lack of homogeneity in methodologies for sustainability
indicators calculations.
The identified R&D needs, drivers and trends resulting from the STEEP trends will in the next
step be used in identification of the infrastructure requirements (WP5) and future needs (WP6).
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1. Introduction
The aim of the ERIFORE is to establish a globally competitive European research
infrastructure in the field of Forest based Bioeconomy. The approach of ERIFORE is to
facilitate through research infrastructure co-operation the development and
commercialization of novel, industrially adaptable and techno-economically viable
solutions that can be derived from a Circular Forest Bioeconomy. These solutions are
founded on value chains ranging from sustainable biomass management, harvesting and
efficient biomass utilization producing the most value added products, enhanced recycling, and
reuse of material through the whole lifecycle. Thus, the future infrastructure shall comprise
shared knowledge platform and educational services, centralized information management
environment, research laboratories with up-to-date equipment, versatile characterisation
and analytical equipment, modelling and simulation tools, and extensive selection of
pilot plants in the field of biorefinery.
Partners of ERIFORE have complementary research infrastructure for development of
processes for production of chemicals, fuels, fibre products and materials from renewable
biomass utilizing biotechnological, chemical and thermal processing technologies.
The scope and technical content of research areas and infrastructures in circular forest
biorefinery field can be described in many ways. In ERIFORE project the dividing is based on
steps in the development chain: raw material sourcing and availability, primary processing of
the forest biomass, secondary processing of the biomass components, and separation and
downstream processing technologies (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The technology areas included in ERIFORE action.
5
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The work in the WP1-4 has been divided in 3 tasks:
 the capabilities, facilities, networking and funding sources of the consortium partners
 the other main European and global research providers in the field of forest based
bioeconomy
 the main R&D needs, drivers and trends in forest based bioeconomy
This report (D1.4) describes the main drivers and trends affecting forest based bioeconomy
and the identified R&D needs in raw materials sourcing and availability.
1.1

Scope and Objectives

The objective of this study is to evaluate the STEEP (Social, Technological, Economical,
Environmental and Political) trends that are important for the European forest based
bioeconomy and to analyze how these factors affect this business area (drivers or barriers).
Based on the analysis the following step was to evaluate the impacts of these trends on the
secondary processing and what type of R&D needs can be identified.
The fields of raw materials sourcing and availability convers the whole value chain of forest
production, organized in 7 topics :








Forest inventory and wood availability
Silviculture
Biotechnology / breeding
Recycled wood and fibers
Wood quality assessment and suitability between biomass and processing
Sustainability assessment tools (environmental, social, economics)
Wood supply chain, logistics, transportation

2. Trend analysis methodology
Trend is a general tendency or direction of a movement or change over time. A trend may be
strong or weak, increasing, decreasing or stable. There is no guarantee that a trend observed
in the past will continue in the future. A trend may operate as a driver of barrier for change.
Drivers are factors causing change, affecting or shaping the future (barrier is the opposite of
driver).
A STEEP analysis can be used to recognize trends that are crucial for future analysis. This is
an analysis tool to evaluate various external factors impacting a business or organization.
STEEP is an acronym for Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental and Political
STEEP analysis was applied as part of ERIFORE project workshop in Bordeaux 27-28th June
2016 and conclusions were discussed in Leuna 5th-7th September 2016. Different STEEP
factors were listed. They may have an effect on the forest based bioeconomy related business
or processes. The STEEP trends were common between primary, secondary and downstream
processing, while separate trends were identified and analysed for raw material availability.
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3. Relevant STEEP trends
46 trends were listed and discussed during the workshop held in Bordeaux. They are
presented in Appendix 1. Among them, the 9 most important ones were chosen by voting and
are presented in Table 1. These trends are described in more details in Appendix 2, and the
main conclusions are written in the chapter below.
Table 1 : STEEP trends identified as important for raw material sourcing and availability in
forest based bioeconmy.
Social

Technological

S1 : Social
perception

T1 - Recycling

S2 : Land usage

T2 - Resource
efficiency

S3 – Sustainability

T3 – Digitalisation

Economic

Environmental

Ec1:Standardisation

Political

En1 : Climate
change

P1: National
forest
programs

Forest inventory/wood availability

S2

Political

En1

P1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Recycled wood and fibers

X

X

Ec1

X

Biotechnology/breeding

Wood supply chain/logistics/transportation

T3

X

X

X

T2

X

X

Sustainability assessment tools

T1

X

Silviculture

Wood quality assessment

S3

Environmental

S1

Economic

Social

Technological area

Technological

These trends relate to the 7 technological areas of WP1 according to Table 2 hereafter:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

3.1 Summary of STEEP analysis
STEEP trends for primary, secondary and downstream processing related business and
research could be clusterized in common topics, but the biomass sourcing and availability
present some particularities that needed to be taken in account separately. However, some
global major trends were common to all work packages as they cover the whole forest
7
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products industry value chains. Among them, we can cite climate change, movement towards
sustainable development and circular economy, green thinking and factors such as authority
regulations and technological innovations will have an enormous impact on the forest based
bioeconomy.
Social perception seems to be an essential trend for expanding the utilisation of forest raw
materials in historical and new bio-based industries. There is a clear need to address social
perception of the forest-based sector and forest ecosystem services because conflicts on
forest use, as a result of people’s different forest sector backgrounds and needs, are
considered to exacerbate with the increasing role of forests in climate and bioeconomy politics.
A delicate equilibrium must be found between the necessity of avoiding conflicts between land
usage for food production on one hand and more competitive forest, which include new
silviculture management and planted forests which include genomic-assisted selection, on the
other hand. Recyclability need to be in phase with social perception.
The main Technological trends identified deals with the right usage of forest biomass for the
different applications, the development of recycling processes for wood, fibres or (macro)molecules materials, including an anticipation of the recyclability potential through an ecoconception approach and the increasing use of digital technologies in all steps of forests
production.
Economically speaking, the main identified challenges related to forest based bioeconomy
were the cost competiveness, raw material selection and availability, pretreatment
technologies, cost of process investment and current low oil price. Transition from petroleum to
biomass as the primary raw material requires emerging technologies and additional incentives.
Current oil price, however, is a major barrier for investments required for realization of this
transition. The oil price is unlikely to recover sharply in the immediate future. For industries
using oil as raw material to produce heat or energy oil prices directly affects the production
costs, while for industries where oil could be substituted by forest based raw materials
increasing oil prices could lead to increased use of forest based raw materials. As a result,
investments and focus of many companies are moving from biobased fuels to fine and
speciality chemicals. Standardisation of raw materials supply, taking into account the needs of
end products was one of the major challenges identified during the STEEP analysis.
Sustainability was the key parameter in the Environmental trends analysis. Although this
approach has been largely used by different actors of the forest sectors, one of the major
aspects of sustainability evaluation is the choice of assessment methods. The use of
consistent methods, enabling results comparison (e.g. using same approaches throughout the
forest based sector) is needed to cover the forest raw materials production, the products
production, their use and end-of-life phases. Moreover, combining life cycle analysis,
technology foresight methods and life cycle costing is needed in order to make possible the
comparison between the environmental and economic performances of bio-based products
and fossil fuel based products.
The identified Political trends have mainly neutral or uncertain effects on the forest based
bioeconomy. Circular economy has been identified by EU as a necessary transition to create
an environmentally and economically sustainable future. The cascading principle is seen as an
important component in EU policy documents. Three main objectives for European biofuel
policy, i.e. 1) Independence from non-European fuel sources from fossil sources, 2) Increased
8
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employment by development of a strong bio-based industry, and 3) Radical reduction of GHG
emissions (CO2) and healthy crop variety, all support forest based bioeconomy. Overall the
current situation regarding impacts of political guidance is, however, very complex and difficult
to predict. The regulatory frameworks are still evolving with varying implementation policies.
Circular economy does not specifically focus on bio-based materials, but on recyclability. The
recent EU policies have deterred investments in biofuel production due to high CAPEX, making
technology developers look opportunities at overseas markets with less restrictive policies.

4. Identification of the R&D needs
4.1

Impacts of the STEEP trends on forest raw material sourcing and availability

Table 3.a summarises the analysed trends and gives a general overview, whether they act as
drivers or barriers for development or whether the impact in uncertain or neutral on raw
material while Table 3.b depicts the same approach for secondary trends identified during the
STEEP analysis.
Table 3.a Impacts of major STEEP trends on raw material availability (↗ = Driver for development; ↘ = Barrier to
development; ↔ = impact is neutral or uncertain).

Type

Trend

Impact

SOCIAL

S1 Social perception

↘↗

S2 Land use change

↘

S3 Sustainability

↗

TECHNOLOGICAL

T1 Recycling
T2 Resource efficiency
T3 Digitalisation

↗
↗
↗

ECONOMIC

Ec1 Standardisation

↗

ENVIRONMENTAL

En1 Climate change

↘

POLITICAL

P1 National Forest policies

↔

9

Comments
Increasing forest conservation competing forest functions impacts can be positive in certain
context - need for communication
Increased land use conflicts vulnerability of intensified
production systems
Link with standardisation (ex:
certification)
New business opportunities
The right material for the right use
Improved logistics - link with
resource efficiency
Market opportunities;
Harmonization of good practices need for standardisation in
recycling
Raw material availability decrease
< need for species selection <
crucial role of forests for tackling
climate change
Uncertain - potentially positive
impacts on raw material
availability (ex: new French Forest
Policy <PNFB> or Latvian forest
policy…)
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Table 3.b Impacts of secondary or other STEEP trends on… (↗ = Driver for development; ↘ = Barrier to
development; ↔ = impact is neutral or uncertain).

POLITICAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

ECONOMIC

TECHNOLOGICAL

SOCIAL

Trend

Impact

Comments

S1-a Increasing consumer need for
sustainable products
S1-b Education and increased
knowledge about sustainability

↗

“Green-products” are required

↗

T2-a Low cost feedstock required

↗

S3-a Low risk technologies required

↗

S3-b Lab scale assessment

↗

E1-a Development of new patents

↗

E2 Increasing market volume for
sustainable products

↗

E1-b Labelling

↗

S3-c Methodological regulations

↗

S3-d Raw material

↗

Well-informed consumer might
require more sustainable
products
Low cost feedstock (e.g.
Agricultural residues, LCC)
Assessing (new) technologies
with low risks (LCA)
Need for sustainability
assessment already in lab scale
An increasing amount of patents
leads to higher competitiveness
Increasing market volume
supports the development of
bioeconomy (and vice versa)
Information for consumer based
on sustainability assessment
(bio-based products)
Forces the comparability of
assessment methods
Sustainability (assessment) of
raw materials (cradle to
gate/grave)
Increasing recycling e.g. plastic
products and thus better
environmental behaviour could
decrease e.g. bioplastic
development
Conflicting land use practices
could hinder the further
development and land
availability for production of raw
material
Stricter regulation (e.g. landfill)
leading to increasing amount of
biobased products.
Forcing the development of
“green” technologies
Supports the vision of
sustainable development
Definitions help overcome
current limitations in
assessment (comparability)

T1-a Increasing recycling
↘

S2-a Conflicting land use practices
(food or fuel conflict)

↘

P2 Regulation (landfill, waste,
recycling)

↗

P3 Stricter regulations (emissions)

↗

P4 Further EU Strategies

↗

E1-c Standardisation (e.g. “biobased”, “sustainability”)

↗
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Research and development needs stemming from the trend analysis

Based on the trends summarized in previous tables and those deeply discussed in Appendix 2,
a selection of the major anticipated R&D needs for the seven technological areas of WP1
(mentioned in section 1.1) was carried out conjointly with their drivers and possible barriers
and are discussed hereafter.
4.2.1 Forest inventory and wood availability: R&D needs, drivers and possible barriers
Forest inventory can be considered as the systematic collection of data and forest information
which can be further exploited for assessment or analysis of the existing resources. These
data are usually collected at national level (NFI = national forest inventory), but the precision
depends on the spatial resolution of the inventory. The most important information of forest
inventories are the wood species, the dendometric measurements (diameter at breast height
(DBH) and height) and the age. From these data, different information can be calculated such
as the number of trees per hectare, the basal area, the volume of trees in an area, and the
value of forest products, such as timber. However, forest inventories do not only record
dendrometric data, but also forest and the site characteristics. From forest inventory data,
current and future availability of forest products, and more particularly wooden biomass, can be
estimated.
EU Member states are responsible for forest inventories in their own countries and forest
information is collected by national and subnational authorities. Most EU member states have
developed some R&D facilities and platforms for national forest inventories (NFI) where data
are stored and processed, and forest monitoring and mensuration methods constantly
improved with utilization of new technologies such as remote sensing. European Forest
Information SCENario Model (EFISCEN) is a large-scale forest model that assesses the supply
of wood and biomass from forests and projects forest resource development on regional to
European scale. The model is suitable for the projection of forest resource development for a
period of 50 to 60 years. The model uses national forest inventory data as a main source of
input to describe the current structure and composition of European forest resources.
Most of the current R&D work in this topic is associated with the development of aerial image
analysis, airborne laser data, remote sensing using satellite-based optical data to produce
maps of forest areas and different types of forests. The development and use of such
technologies will allow to:


Measure young stand attributes and integrate them in resource projections (which is
made impossible by the use of a 7.5 cm-diameter threshold for tree inventory currently
used)



Integrate stand height measurements at different time periods what would allow
mapping stand growth dynamics and increase the accuracy of wood availability on the
local scale.

One example that can be cited here is the VTT-developed Probability method. Here an
unsupervised clustering is applied to the satellite image dataset. The clusters are used as
classes in maximum-likelihood classification. For each class, the forest type and forest volume
variables are estimated from ground data. The final estimates for forest variables are
computed as weighted averages over classes using class probabilities as weights. The
11
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amount, type, and format of ground data can vary a lot. The same Probability methodology can
also be used in more localized forest resource mapping projects for forest industries.
Mobile device is another topic of R&D in this field. For example, VTT has developed an
interactive tool for ground data measurement in forest stands. The tool called RelasPhone (for
Android devices) is available from Google Play store. Basal area is measured per tree species
using a technique similar to the traditional optical relascope measurement. Tree height
estimates are used to complete stand-wise stem volume measurements.
Main R&D needs:
 Increase the precision and the spatial resolution of data collection
 Developing ways of taking into account technical, economic or unforecastted factors in the
forest production such as data on fellings, data on extreme climatic disasters or changes,
data on wood assortments of standing trees, data on wood assortments of removals, etc.
 Coupling availability with wood quality data and forest products sorting models
 Development of methodologies and algorithms to extract information about availability of
wooden resources for forest inventories.
 Creation, storage, maintenance and exploitation of databases (bigdata)
 Use of GIS information in wood resource projections and improve accuracy of projections at
regional scales
 User-friendly computational interfaces between databases, mapping
Main drivers:
 Wood availability studies demands arising from public or private sectors
 Wood resources competition/shortage
 Remote sensing technologies and spatial resolution
Possible barriers:
 Technological limitations for lidar data acquisition
 Computational calculations (big data)
4.2.2 Silviculture: R&D needs, drivers and possible barriers
As the global population is projected to reach 9.6 billion by 2050, the demand for both food and
forest products is expected to grow. Increased use of land for urbanization and food
production, and global decline of forested land: land-using effects of increased world food
consumption (following increased world population, either reinforced or alleviated by changing
food diets) tend to exceed the land-saving effects of increased performances in world
agricultural production (following increased crop yields and improved livestock feed-to-output
ratios).
Most future land-use scenarios imply an enlarged cropland area at the world level; the higher
the share of animal products in future food diets, the larger the expansion of the world’s
cropland area. With concerns about halting deforestation of natural forests mounting and
increased use of land for food and cities, increased demand will need to be met from planted
forests. Productivity will therefore be a key parameter for the survival of forest products
industry.
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Besides improved forest reproductive material, different silvicultural aspects have also been
intensively exploited in last years aiming at increasing the forests productivity. Different
typology of forests, wood species, forest products, climate and soil, etc., and different
silvicultural approaches have been studied. That includes, among others, seeds dewing,
separation, germination and dormancy; forest trees nurseries techniques to increase
productivity and decrease mortality; silvicultural practices (clearcuts, short and very short
rotation coppicing, patch cut, shelterwood, continuous cover, etc.); plantation site preparation;
forest trees plantations techniques; plantations tendings; forest thinnings; advance growth
management; forest harvesting (including mechanisation); natural or artificial regeneration;
conversion between agricultural and forestry lands; adaptive forest management approaches
under climatic changes context; field validation and access to long-term experiments.
New landscape management schemes can be seen as clear opportunities to increase forest
production through sustainable intensification. Planted forests make also an important
contribution to sustainability because they provide an opportunity to restore degraded
landscapes and other ecosystem services while increasing productivity. Forest cover and
related environmental services could expand through mosaics of new plantations, natural
forest restoration and responsible farming or integrated crop-livestock-forestry or agroforestry
systems. Foresters, farmers and academics are increasingly required to develop innovative
technologies to produce more from less land and water.
Main R&D needs:
 Develop new landscape management schemes compatible with food production and social
acceptance
 Develop forest management alternatives, tree species and new varieties adapted to climate
change (resistance to droughtness and temperatures changes, oscilations and extremes)
 Increase forest productivity through sustainable intensification in degraded landscapes
Main drivers:
 Forest products sector profitability through increasing productivity while matching endproducts and production needs
 Diversification of forest-products industries
 Adaptation to climate changes
Possible barriers:
 Social acceptance of specialised forests
 Vulnerability to many biotic and abiotic hazards
4.2.3 Forest biotechnology and breeding: R&D needs, drivers and possible barriers
Significant progress has been made in forest genetics research and tree breeding in the last
decades. Many breeding programs in the world have achieved substantial genetic gains in
productivity, pest resistance and wood quality. Genetically improved plantations from breeding
programs have had and continue to make significant impacts on forest productivity, wood
supplies, and sustainability of forest resources.
Traditional breeding programs are costly and take 20 or so years per cycle. Vegetative
propagation may speed up the rate with which the best trees are deployed but can increase
13
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costs. Genomic-based breeding has considerably improved breeding since early 2000s with
the availability of automated DNA sequencing technology and single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) genetic markers. The updated version of the Populus genome, the recently released
Eucalyptus grandis genome and the concerted efforts towards the generation of genome
sequences for spruces (Picea sp.) and pines (Pinus sp.) by several groups worldwide, are
fueling a multitude of inter-disciplinary studies and applications in sustainable forest production
and conservation. Association studies could be performed where SNPs within candidate genes
controlling complex traits could be identified and thus “solving” or minimizing the LD and
recombination limitation.
This approach to complex trait dissection has been widely applied in forest trees and the early
approach of QTL mapping in segregating populations has been mostly abandoned. The
association genetic approach has been used to find candidate gene SNPs associated to a
broad array of quantitative traits of interest (wood properties, growth, abiotic stresses and
disease resistance).
Another way of approaching forest breeding, genetic modification technology can complement
and enhance conventional breeding programmes. However, the development of GM crops in
agriculture over the last two decades has met fierce opposition in many areas, and Forestry is
an equally contentious arena, with many environmental and social NGOs calling for a complete
ban on GM trees. It remains to be seen to what extent different governments will proceed with
commercial approval of GM trees, how companies will pursue them and how the public will
accept them.
Main R&D needs:
 Better understanding of gene expressions and GxE interactions (ex: why individual SNP x
trait associations only account for a small proportion of the variation - generally less than 23% of the total phenotypic variance- and the total variation explained by all markers is
generally less than 50%).
 Highlighting the importance of DNA epiterogenesis phenomena in forest species breeding
 Take climate changes into consideration in genomic assisted breeding
 Develop ways to speed up the breeding of wood species growing in northern hemisphere to
levels of those practiced in southern hemisphere, including phenotyping, genotyping, green
housing and field trials.
Main drivers:
 Resource efficiency (right raw material fraction for the right usage)
 Industrial competition with forests products industries from Southern Hemisphere
 Genomic sciences and related technologies (genomic selection, gene
technologies...)
Possible barriers:
 GMO social perception and public regulation
 Climatic conditions for short breeding cycles compared to southern hemisphere
 Land competition for different usages

14
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4.2.4 Recycled wood and fibers: R&D needs, drivers and possible barriers
The sustainable use of natural resources by saving, reducing, re-using and recycling is one of
the pillars of the forest circular bioeconomy. Recycling wood and fibres is therefore a
mandatory issue for achieving high levels of rational utilization of forest resources. However,
due to its intrinsic characteristics and as a natural biomaterial, used wood or fibres undergo
different physical or chemical treatments or biological decay and are rarely available to be
used without further treatments, including sorting, decontamination, physical or chemical
treatments. These operations must be conducted under strict compliance with legislation
relating to all environmental issues while minimisation of the impact of its industrial facilities on
their locations and on the environment.
Wood waste can arise from a number of sources, such as municipal, commercial and industrial
(C&I), construction and demolition (C&D) and in many different forms. Although different
classes of recycled wood exist in different European countries, we can basically consider 4
main classes : i) wood from packaging, pallets, moulds in concrete construction; ii) wood based
panels (OSB, particle board), plywood, coated, painted or glued solid wood, wood from interior
fittings without PVC compounds in coatings; iii) preserved wood, wood from outdoor
application, wood containing hazardous substances, e.g. railway ties, telegraph poles, wooden
windows, construction timber, roof beams, timber from demolition; iv) wood with PVC-coatings,
pallets with plastic composites. The most important R&D questions related to recycling wood
and fibres can be summarized as related to efficiency in collecting and sorting different grades
of wood to be recycled, processes to recycle different waste wood classes for different
applications, including eventual decontamination, the management of the losses of properties
of wooden material during its previous life and the legal requirements for waste wood recycling
and reuse.
The Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda of the Forest-based Sector Technology
Platform anticipates that by 2020 the industries have developed and are following quality
guidelines advocating a cascade use of wood along the following lines of priority: (1)
production of wood-based products, (2) re-use of products, (3) recycling into other wood-based
products, (4) use as bioenergy source. It is widely agreed that the increased re-use and
recycling activities (for wood and fibre products) will require efficient collection and sorting
systems (for different grades) for all the recycled materials, to facilitate their use in gradespecific optimal ways. For this, it is essential to develop more innovative sorting systems, using
new sensors for detection and robotics technologies for sorting according to different types of
contaminants and other material properties or constituents (e.g. fibres, inks and fillers in the
papers).
It is noteworthy that the re-use or recycling processes may produce various residues or wastes
that should also be utilised. As illustrated in Table 4, typical waste streams are generated in
the paper recycling processes. Various uses have already been proposed and realised for
deinking sludges, for example, but there are still a lot of research needs to recover and re-use
valuable materials (e.g. fillers) from these streams. In an equal way, it is essential to facilitate
recycling by developing new easy-to-remove inks, in addition to breakthroughs in deinking
technology. In addition, further research should be focused on the use of recycled fibres as a
raw material in biorefineries, as a source of biofuels, chemicals, and other materials 1
1

L. D. Gottumukkala, K. Haigh, F.-X. Collard, E. van Rensburg, J. Görgens 2016. Opportunities and prospects of
biorefinery-based valorisation of pulp and paper sludge. Bioresource Technology 215, 37–49.
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Table 4. Solid waste streams from paper recycling.

Main R&D needs:
 Advanced sorting and pretreatment processes to facilitate the use of recovered wood for
applications such as composites, MDF, pulp and paper, or for biorefinery raw materials to
produce biochemicals and biofuels.
 Development of easy-to-remove, environmentally-friendly additives and impregnating
agents for wood products.
Main drivers:
 Shortage and/or increasing costs of virgin raw materials
 European and national policies on reutilisation of waste materials
Possible barriers:
 Contamination of recovered wood
 Social perception
 Complex assembly of materials making difficult or impossible to separate wood or fibres in
their end-of-life
4.2.5 Wood quality assessment and suitability between biomass and processing: R&D
needs, drivers and possible barriers
One of the consequences of managing fast-growing forests has been a significant decline in
wood quality. The managed resource is usually characterized by younger age; smaller stem
diameter, larger taper, larger knots, higher juvenile wood content and different wood
characteristics and processing properties. As quality has a profound impact on wood
processing, end-product quality and marketing, the changes in wood quality have triggered a
chain reaction that includes lower productivity, end product quality and higher production costs.
The most important questions raised by these changes are the way the forests and the
different resources should be efficiently managed in order to match the wood quality desired by
different forest products industry and customers. Whole-genome sequencing and in-depth
characterization (including genotyping) of tree genomes has become affordable due to costefficient technical advances including high-throughput technologies.
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Phenotyping, i.e., the comprehensive assessment of complex traits however, remains labour
intensive, especially those of wood quality. This is an area that should be prioritised. An area
that requires further development is wood quality determination through non-destructive and
high throughput analyses. The analytical methods should also be standardized and optimised.
Some of the analytical methods of interest are near-infrared spectra (NIRS) determination,
molecular beam mass spectrometry, wet lab chemistry , IR, ATR, XRF spectroscopy, X-ray
fluorescence spectroscopy, attenuated total reflectance, multivariate spectra analysis,
microscopy, hydraulic conductivity, cavitation, X-ray densitometry, X-ray tomography,
microdensitometry, image analyses of fibres and vessels, diffractometry for orientations in
wood, to mention but a few. Non-destructive and high throughput techniques for the
assessment of cell wall traits such as density, structure, macrochemical distribution of lignin,
cellulose and hemicelluloses (using coupled differential scanning calorimetry & thermo
gravimetrical analysis) are being developed. Another technology that has potential to impact on
optimizing tree use during sawing is “computer tomography” (CT). This information could then
be used for adopting production strategies to increase the value of the whole wood production
value chain. With technology available today it is possible to achieve crucial and detailed
information about log properties when scanning at a speed of 2 m/s.
Standardisation is another key issue of forest-products quality and therefore bioeconomy.
Standardisation aims at reducing barriers to trade (example of CE marking), but also at
streamlining the evaluation of products, processes and services. This would allow
standardized/regulated/certified products and processes to be worldwide recognized and
represent a good opportunity for business development. Besides standardisation, there are
also a number of European regulations (e.g. Reach, Biocides directive, construction products
regulation, etc.) and their transcription into national regulation which generate constraints for
the industry, but give also the opportunity for more reliable and environmentally friendly
products. Most regulations imply to work and innovate on products in order for them to meet
the new requirements.
Main R&D needs:
 Develop high-throughput technologies compatible with DNA sequencing for macro and
micro scale traits analyses
 Develop non-destructive, samplingless technologies for analyzing living trees
 Develop on-line analyses for forest products raw materials allowing taking in account
different sources of variability (species, trees fractions, storage, process conditions, etc.)
 Test methods (e.g. measurement of dangerous substances emissions) to be improved.
Main drivers:
 Increase profitability through maximum resource efficiency
 Relationships between raw materials and end products quality
 Development of forest breeding programs
Possible barriers:
 Technological limitations of analyses at different levels (from macro to molecular scales)
 Social acceptance of specialised forests
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4.2.6 Sustainability assessment tools (environmental, social, economics): R&D needs,
drivers and possible barriers
The concept of sustainability can be characterized as a “traveling concept” and traveling
concepts change their meaning constantly as they “travel” between disciplines, scientific
communities and time periods. Therefore, sustainability yet does not have an objective
definition, its operational meaning is highly context dependant and it underlies value choices of
different stakeholders. The degree of subjectivity further increases, when companies,
researchers or administrative bodies apply certain methods and according criteria to measure
the impacts of products. As a consequence, the translation from theoretical sustainability to
sustainability assessments and measures is always influenced by societal valuations and
consensus. Approaches range from political indicators to monitor forest development to
scientific approaches with very specific focusses and may comprise quantitative, qualitative or
both elements. They can be categorized as voluntary and obligatory approaches and can vary
in their focus as well as in their results.
One of the major aspects of sustainability evaluation is the choice of assessment methods.
The use of consistent methods, enabling results comparison (e.g. using same approaches
throughout the forest based sector) is needed. Assessment methods often stop at the factory
gate (cradle to gate approach). Possible long-term effects should be shown by including the
use phase and end-of-life phase (e.g. assessing the end-of-life of fossil based products vs biobased products). Combining sustainable assessment methods with market assessment by
combining technology foresight methods, life cycle methods and life cycle costing is needed in
order to enable the comparison of make possible to compare the environmental and economic
performance of bio-based products to fossil fuel based products.
Main R&D needs:
 Develop common methodologies for sustainability assessment, integrating Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA), Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (sLCA)
would describe different perspectives of forest based products.
 Methodology for addressing social perception of the forest-based sector and forest
ecosystem services because conflicts on forest use
 Development of ways of communication towards population about the role of multifunctional
forests in response to climate change, supply of raw materials and the bio-economy.
Main drivers:
 Ways of identifying benefits of biobased products as competitive advantage over fossilbased products
 Public demand for clarification on labelling of green products
 European and national policies
 Development or a forest-based bioeconomy and its products towards a green economy
 Conflicts on forest use
 Needs of avoiding negative attitudes towards the use of forests for raw materials and to
increase the awareness towards forest-based products
Possible barriers:
 Lack of homogeneity in methodologies for sustainability indicators calculations
 Interdisciplinary expert teams are required with both a background on engineering as well
as social sciences.
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4.2.7 Wood supply chain, logistics, transportation: R&D needs, drivers and possible
barriers
Up-stream wood procurement - from logging operations, transportation to delivery while
dealing with transversal supply chain management – is a complex process which relies on the
intervention of a vast and diverse network of forest companies (wood suppliers, services
providers…). The process and the decisions behind its precise organization are highly
dependent on the availability of geographic information, adequate equipment and machineries,
transportation infrastructure, professional know-how guiding socio-economic practices and
performances, decision support systems, inter-enterprise protocols for information flow,
communication and commercial practices. In such a context, research providers’ tools and
methodologies are adapted to professional practices to accompany their development and
steer the adoption of relevant innovations in the process. Depending on the readiness of bioeconomy stakeholders at different levels (content-, geography-, economically-wise or other),
research infrastructure and resources are bound to be heterogeneous at European level.
Different ICT technologies have long been used for optimisation of wood supply chains (e.g.
Usenius et al. 2007)2. Today, digitalisation can be seen as an enabler (but also as a target) for
highly optimised wood supply chains, with a number of benefits3,4. These typically include more
efficient forest product logistics, profitable wood production, increased resource efficiency, and
supported decision making.
For example in Finland, the ongoing research activities3 aim, among others, at an information
system that serves the whole wood supply chain and contains more precise, versatile, and upto-date forest resource and condition data than what is available today. Similar activities are
currently going on in many other countries. For the Finnish programme, a large number of
focus areas for further research have been identified; most of them are linked to advance
digitalisation and industrial internet. One of the key elements is efficient combining, analysing
and utilisation of large amounts of heterogeneous data (“forest big data”) related to wood
production and wood procurement for the coordination and decision-making purposes.
Typical data sources include3:
 forest resource information systems
 public data supplies
 research information supplies
 forest owner information
 information supplies generated by forest operators
 production and market information data sources
 information generated by forest machines and equipment, vehicles as well as amenities of
the forests and other private individuals
2

Usenius, T. Song, A. Heikkilä 2007. Optimization of activities throughout the wood supply chain. International
Scientific Conference on Hardwood Processing, September 24–26, 2007, Quebec City, Canada, p. 199206.
3
P. T. Rajala, H. Kääriäinen, O. Laitinen, T. Niemelä, H. Pajuoja, J. Väkevä, J. Hämäläinen 2015. Vision: Efficient
Wood Supply 2025. Internet document, available at http://www.metsateho.fi/wp-content/uploads/Tehokaspuuhuolto_2025_EN_Efficient_Wood_Supply.pdf.
4
P. Venäläinen, T. Räsänen, J. Hämäläinen 2015. Potential business models for forest big data. Metsäteho report
235. Internet document, available at http://metsate1.asiakkaat.sigmatic.fi/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/Raportti_235_Potential_Business_Models_for_Forest_Big_Data_pv_ym.pdf.
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Traceability is one of the key points of this technogical area. Certification and social perception
asks for the products (from the tree to the end product) to be traceable, which has
consequences on the organization of the forest based sector. It also implies a need for
development of new techniques which can ensure this traceability, and the consecutive
checks.
Main R&D needs:
 Creation, storage, maintenance and exploitation of forest big data covering data collection,
combination and analysing methods, information models and big data architecture, and
systems that support decision making.
 Development of methodologies and algorithms to extract information about availability of
wooden resources from forest inventories.
 Improve the spatial resolution by increasing the data collection in forest fields and
advancing remote sensing technologies (lidar, satellite images very high resolution...)
 Use of GIS information in wood resource projections
 Developing forest growth models taking into account technical, economic or unforecasted
factors in the forest production such as data on fellings, data on extreme climatic disasters
or changes, data on wood assortments of standing trees, data on wood assortments of
removals, etc.
 User-friendly computational interfaces between databases, mapping
 Automation and robotics technologies and logging and transport control.
 Specific R&D is needed in traceability methods, which involve innovative tagging
approaches (RFIDs, DNA, etc.). DNA is one way of verifying the origin of a tree. RFID
allows to follow the process from the tree to the end product
Main drivers:
 Big data processing capacities
 Progress in digitalisation
 Quality guarantee for end-users
 Products substitution due to regulations
 Voluntary certification and inherent needs of traceability
Possible barriers:
 Costs
 Integration of different data sources through the value chain
 Complexity and costs of standardisation
 Lack of transfer of R&D results to standardisation bodies aiming at coupling innovation,
performance proofing, trading and matching the expectations of end consumers.
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5. Conclusions
5.1

STEEP trends analysis

As part of the ERIFORE approach, STEEP trend analysis was carried out on the technological
topics of the 4 different work packages covering raw materials sourcing and availability,
primary, secondary and downstream processing. Due to the particularities of WP1, a separate
structure of STEEP analyses was adopted, different from the common one adopted for WP2 to
WP4. However, main global major trends, common to whole forest products industry value
chains, such as climate change, movement towards sustainable development and circular
economy, green thinking, authority regulations were the main drivers of the discussions of two
workshops held in Bordeaux (27-28th June 2016) and in Leuna (5th-7th September 2016).
The main conclusions of the STEEP analyses itself can be summarized as such:


Social: Perception is clearly the most important trends to be considered. It covers
the whole chain, starting with the social perception of competitive forests, which
include new silviculture management and planted forests which include genomicassisted selection (or even GMO), recyclability of end-of-life forest-based products
and acceptation of sustainability tools for measuring the impact of replacing oilbased products by alternative forest-based ones.



Technological: Resources efficiency, translating the right usage of forest biomass
for the different applications and the development of recycling processes for forestbased products and the increasing of digital technologies usage in all steps of
forests production were the main identified trends.



Economic: Standardisation of raw materials supply, taking into account the needs of
end products was one the major challenge contributing to the competitiveness of
forest-based products.



Environmental: Sustainability is the most important point here, especially the
search of clear methodology covering the whole value chain from forest production,
production, usage and end-of-life of bio-based products to be coupled with marketing
needs and life cost cycling tools.



Political: Last, but not least, European and National politics and programmes were
identified to be crucial for the success of forest based bioeconomy.
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R&D needs, drivers and possible barriers

STEEP analyses allowed identifying the main R&D needs and their drivers and possible
barriers, which are highlighted in Table 5 hereafter.
Table 5. Summary of main identified R&D needs.

R&D needs

Drivers for the need

Possible barriers

Species selection, new variety and
tree qualities for a specific use
(genomic research)
New management approaches to
increase productivity

Resource efficiency
Climate change

GMO regulation
Climatic conditions
Land competition
Social perception of
specialised forests
Vulnerability

Biomass characterisation - high
throughput technologies for wood
quality assessment
ICT and remote sensing
technologies
Standardization
New technologies for sorting and
recycling
Improve knowledge on societal
perception on forests
Improved methods and tools for
sustainability assessment

Land use changes
Climate change
Diversification of forestproducts industries
Resource efficiency
Breeding
Big data tools
Digitalisation
Traceability
End products quality
Recycling
Policies
Social perception
Sustainability

Technology
limitations
Computing capacities
Complexity and costs
Mutual recognition
Costs
Waste Regulation
Lack (or wrong) of
communication
Integration of teams
from different
backgrounds

In order to contribute to increasing the competitiveness of the forest circular bioeconomy,
different topics covering the whole value chain must be addressed.
The development of new landscape management schemes compatible with food production
and social acceptance is the main driver for more productive forests. This includes forest
management alternatives, especially the sustainable intensification in degraded landscapes
but also the selection tree species and new varieties adapted to climate change, namely the
resistance to draughtiness and temperatures changes both in terms of oscilations and
extremes tolerance.
Genomic-assisted breeding is nowadays the most useful tool to face these challenges.
However, to achieve that, a better understanding of gene expressions and genes x
environment interactions and of DNA epiterogenesis phenomena in forest species breeding is
needed.
Developing ways to speed up the breeding of wood species growing in northern hemisphere to
levels of those practiced in southern hemisphere, including phenotyping, genotyping, green
housing and field trials is crucial. Moreover, the development of high-throughput phenotyping
technologies compatible with DNA sequencing for macro and micro scale traits analyses, if
possible using non-destructive, samplingless technologies (by analyzing living trees) is
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needed. On-line analyses for forest products raw materials allowing taking in account different
sources of variability (species, trees fractions, storage, process conditions, etc.) are to be
improved.
To achieve industrial competition with forests products industries issued from Southern
Hemisphere countries, the forest production needs to be intelligently coupled with endproducts quality needs, i.e., the right raw material fraction to the best usage, in order to
maximize the resource efficiency. This asks for improvement in forest inventory and availability
tools including remote sensing technologies, development of innovative wood supply and
logistics approaches and increasing the accuracy of modelling the relationships between raw
materials and end products quality. “Big data” approach is a common variable to these three
needs, due to necessity in increasing the precision and the spatial resolution of data collection,
taking into account technical, economic or unforecasted factors in the forest production,
coupling availability with wood quality data and forest products sorting models and the
development of methodologies and algorithms to extract information about availability of
wooden resources for forest inventories.
European and national policies on reutilisation of waste materials and eventual competition of
shortage and/or increasing costs of virgin raw materials push industrials and researchers to
develop advanced sorting and pretreatment processes to facilitate the use of recovered wood
for different applications.
Sustainability is a common key parameter for all steps of the circular forest bioeconomy.
Measuring sustainability in a way of taking into account all important criteria (environnemental,
techno-economic, social) during the whole value chain is an essential need for increasing
social acceptance of forest-based products. The development of such coupled methodologies
would address social perception and avoid conflicts on forest use.
Possible barriers were also addressed in this report. Social acceptance can be seen at same
time as one of the main drivers as possible barrier to the development of specialised forests.
Some specific questions related to the use of genomic sciences and related technologies
(genomic selection, gene editing technologies..), genetic engineering and the possibility of
induced vulnerability of forests due to many biotic and abiotic hazards as well as the lack of
homogeneity in methodologies for sustainability indicators calculations can be cited as the
most important ones to be considered in future R&D programs.
Interdisciplinary teams both from industry and academia composed of experts with background
on engineering and social sciences are required to work together in order to narrow the
objectives of stakeholders and civil society to maximize the chances of success of a forestbased circular bioeconomy.
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Table 6 - Summary of change factors and trends for WP1
Social
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urbanisation
Perception **
Mass customisation
Land usage (food
competition)*
Forest ownership
Land segregation**
Health
Population ageing*
GMO acceptance

Technological
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital world**
Remote sensing
Traceability
Right RM for right
usages**
Energy shortage*
Recycling *****
G&G*
Fast phenotyping*
IP
R&D for forest
operation*
Robotics
Wood mobilisation *
Open innovation

Economic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raw material prices
Competition
between RM usages
**
Recycling
Land segregation
Trade agreements*
Certification
Standardisation**
IP
Different taxation *
New Business Models

Environmental
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate change**
Resilience
Energy shortage
Biodiversity
Mitigation
Recycling
Land segregation
Certification**

In bold, change factors and trends that were voted (a vote = *) as most important for forest raw material

Political
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police regulations*
National forest
programs **
Lobbying*
(Inter)governmental
processes *
GMO legislation **
Industry regulation*
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Ap1 - Social trends
S1: Social perception
Description:
Forest-based sectors’ role in a bioeconomy will contribute to job creation and improvement of
livelihood for millions of citizens across Europe. Most of the studies on bioeconomy are within
natural sciences and engineering, however it has been acknowledged that it involves also
economic and policy challenges (Kleinschmit et al. 2014). The forest-based sectors actual
contribution to a bioeconomy is considered to be dependent on policymakers as well as on
European citizens and how they perceive, accept and promote forest-based products and the
activities carried out to produce these products. As such social perception of the forest-based
bioeconomy takes a crucial role in its advancement.
Central to the issue of raw material availability is the perception of the forest-based sector and
forests itself. Generally speaking, social perception of the European forest-based sector varies
largely and no comprehensive understanding of the sector’s activities exists (e.g. Amberla et
al. 2010, Toppinen et al. 2013, Rametsteiner et al. 2009, European Commission 2002), which
is considered to represent a challenge for the forest-based bioeconomy.
Concerning forests, crucial changes have taken place in the views and demands of forests by
the society at larg over the last decades. These are an increased environmental awareness
and recreational interest of society and social perception of forests delivering raw material. As
a result of different demands (i.e. recreational, ecological, economic) as well a lack of
knowledge about the forest-based sector, conflicts on how to use the forest may appear.
Over the last few decades, growing environmental awareness and an increase in society's
interest in sustainability have led to a greater focus on the forest-based sector. The sector is
considered to find itself caught between two chairs: one the one hand as the increasing
demand of forest resources to substitute fossil based fuels and materials will lead to an
intensification of forest use. On the other hand, these activities, in the mostly semi-natural
forests in Europe, are perceived to have negative impacts on forest ecosystems. Furthermore,
measures to meet the increased wood demand, such as the use of intensive forestry to
increase yields in the form of monoculture plantations, fertilization and yield increase by
genetic modification, receives scepticism among the public as a Swedish study shows
(Hemström et al. 2014). As a result, countries engaging in forest-based bio-economy policies
are considered to face conflicts between increased forest use and forest conservation.
Research has shown that societal groups differ in their perception of forest ecosystem
services: Eriksson (2012) found that in Sweden forest owners emphasize economic functions
whereas the public emphasized recreational and ecological functions. Ranacher and Stern
(2016) researched that in Austria people not involved in the forest-based sector through
profession, formal education or forest ownership are more sceptical towards forest sector’s
messages on the economic role of forest whilst promoting responsible forest use. A recent
study (Korhonen et al. 2016), found that the forest sector puts focus on economic issues,
whereas forest ecosystem services received only nascent focus in online communication.
Since economic issued are perceived critical by the public, the question arises how to
communicate these efficiently and whether it is pays off to focus on economic issues at all.
There is the need to address social perception of the forest-based sector and forest
ecosystem services because conflicts on forest use, as a result of people’s different forest
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sector backgrounds, are considered to exacerbate with the increasing role of forests in climate
and bioeconomy politics. An increased awareness of the forest-based bioeconomy and its
products represents a chance for the future development towards a green economy, but also
represents a risk of conflicting attitudes towards forest use. Therefore it is important to engage
in stakeholder communication (i.e. the public or selected societal groups) to moderate
diverging demands in order to reduce conflicts.
Concerning future research infrastructure needs, it is concluded that future research on the
societal perception of the forest-based bioeconomy and biorefinery as well as stakeholder
management is necessary to avoid negative attitudes towards the use of forests for raw
materials and to increase the awareness towards forest-based products. Possible barriers
might be that for such studies interdisciplinary expert teams are required with both a
background on engineering as well as social sciences.
Specific aspects on use of GMO in forestry: Genetic Modification technology can complement
and enhance conventional breeding programmes, for example, GM eucalyptus trials in Brazil
produces around 20 per cent more wood per hectare than conventional trees. Recent work
(Price, 2014) has demonstrated the possibility of incorporation of rubisco from a cyanobacteria
into plants, making progress towards potentially increasing plant photosynthetic rates by 1525%. Increased yields could be one response to the need to produce more with less. But the
development of GM crops in agriculture over the last two decades has met fierce opposition in
many areas, and Forestry is an equally contentious arena, with many environmental and
social NGOs calling for a complete ban on GM trees. It remains to be seen to what extent
different governments will proceed with commercial approval of GM trees, how companies will
pursue them and how the public will accept them.
Impacts:
Issue

Intensity (if
applicable)

Impacts on raw material
availability

Negative attitude towards forest use
for raw materials

-

Increasing forest conservation ->
decrease from Europe

Increased knowledge about forestbased sector activities

+

Generate acceptance of forestbased sector activities - > increase
raw material

Increasing conflicts about forest use

-

Competing forest functions
-> decrease raw material

Stakeholder communication

+

Moderating between competing
interests -> increase raw material
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S2: Land use changes & segregation
Description:
•

Increased use of land for urbanization and food production, and global decline of forested
land: land-using effects of increased world food consumption (following increased world
population, either reinforced or alleviated by changing food diets) tend to exceed the landsaving effects of increased performances in world agricultural production (following
increased crop yields and improved livestock feed-to-output ratios). Most future land-use
scenarios imply an enlarged cropland area at the world level; the higher the share of
animal products in future food diets, the larger the expansion of the world’s cropland area
(reference 1)

•

Concentration and intensification of forest production in defined areas for forest-based
products x multifunctional forests: global population is projected to reach 9.6 billion by
2050 and demand for forest products is expected to grow. With concerns about halting
deforestation of natural forests mounting and increased use of land for food and cities,
increased demand will need to be met from planted forests. Over the period 1990 to 2015,
global forest area declined from 4.13 billion hectares to 3.99 bn hectare, with percent
global forest cover dropping by 1.25%. Natural forest area declined, but planted forests
increased from 168 to 278 million hectares or 4 to 7 % of total forest area. Increase was
most rapid in the temperate zone, and regionally in East Asia, followed by Europe, North
America, and South and South Eastern Asia. Roundwood production from planted forests
increased from 2000 to 2012, and represents 45% of global production in 2012 (reference
2).

•

Differences in social acceptance of specialised forests: in the past there was serious
concern about conversion of natural forest systems to plantations and thus a strong
negative perception of intensively managed forests as opposed to natural forests. However
with the development of independent third party audit certification schemes in the 2000’s
which disallow conversion of natural forests to plantations, this perception is changing.
Total certified forest area has grown rapidly since 2000 though still only making up ~4% of
global forest area. Of this certified area possibly around 38% is planted forests globally,
and acceptability does appear to be increasing with a more positive view from bodies such
as WWF (Reference 3). A major challenge to forest certification remains reaching the more
than 500 million family farms and small forest owners with cost of certification and
compliance being a major barrier.

Impacts:
•

New landscape management schemes and opportunities to increase forest production
through sustainable intensification: planted forests make also an important contribution to
sustainability because they provide an opportunity to restore degraded landscapes and
other ecosystem services while increasing productivity. Forest cover and related
environmental services could expand through mosaics of new plantations, natural forest
restoration and responsible farming (New Generation Plantations (NGP) 2014) or
integrated crop-livestock-forestry or agroforestry systems. Foresters, farmers and
academics are increasingly required to develop innovative technologies to produce more
from less land and water, and although desirable, it is important to acknowledge often it is
not possible to optimise all ecological, social and economic values, because of
incompatibility of interests. Given the expected pressure for food production it will be
necessary to not just look at expanding the area of planted forests to meet expected
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demand but also to increase per hectare productivity; and it will be necessary to do this in
a sustainable manner that is acceptable to society. There are opportunities for developing
new approaches and technologies that can help.
•

Increased vulnerability: increasing specialised areas for forest production will be inevitably
more exposed to occurring disturbances and vulnerable to many biotic and abiotic hazards
that are likely to increase in response to climate change. Single-species plantations of fastgrowing, even-aged stands that lack adequate management interventions (e.g. thinnings,
removal of logging debris) are potentially more vulnerable to biotic and abiotic hazards
(reference 4). Higher temperatures and prolonged droughts can provide favourable
conditions for pest and disease outbreaks and forest fires. Another major risk for forest
health worldwide is the accidental transmission of invasive pests or pathogens to other
countries through international trade of export products (plants, timber, chips, packaging):
this is of particular concern for forest plantations of widely-used introduced species, e.g.
Eucalyptus spp. The perceived higher intensity, quantity and frequency of biotic and abiotic
hazards coupled with the increased vulnerability of intensively managed forests can result
in serious impacts on forest productivity and raw material availability in the future.

•

Social dialogue: with increasing conflicts over land-use and resource management,
dialogue will be the basis for process-based technological advances, exploring and
reconciling stakeholder perspectives and priorities, through multi-stakeholders processes.
For example, initiatives such as TFD “The Forests Dialogue” (reference 5) convenes
exchanges between forestry companies and civil society organisations, provide an
ongoing, multi-stakeholder dialogue focused on developing mutual trust, a shared
understanding, and collaborative solutions to sustainable resource and forest
management. The goal of TFD is to reduce conflict among stakeholders over the use of
forest raw material and protection of vital forest resources, addressing Initiatives such as,
“Intensively Managed Planted Forests (IMPF)”, “Food, Fuel, Fiber and Forests (4F’s)”,
“Forest Certification”, “Genetic Modified Trees (GMT)” and “Free, Prior, and informed
Consent (FPIC)” among others.
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S3: Sustainability assessment
Description:
The concept of sustainability can be characterized as a “traveling concept” (Knauf,
M., 2014) and traveling concepts change their meaning constantly as they “travel”
between disciplines, scientific communities and time periods. Therefore, sustainability
yet does not have an objective definition (Somogyi, Z, 2016), its operational meaning
is highly context dependant and it underlies value choices of different stakeholders
(Bond and Morrison-Saunders 2011).
This inherent trait of sustainability concept has significant implications on
sustainability assessment since what constitutes sustainability has to be determined
on case by case basis (Bond et al., 2012). Due to same reasons there are many
different approaches to sustainability assessment and there is no universal
consensus on what exactly sustainability assessment is and how it should be applied
(Bond et al., 2012). However, in context of this report we will define sustainability
assessment according to Hacking and Guthrie (2008) as an”umbrella term
encompassing a range of impact assessment practices” or more simply as “any
process that directs decision-making towards sustainability” (Bond and MorrisonSaunders 2011, derived from Hacking and Guthrie 2008).
In recent years there was a dramatic increase in number of papers published
employing the terminology “sustainability assessment” which implies continuous
interest in the topic and increasing importance of sustainability assessment in the
future. Currently, there is a multitude of methodologies and tools developed to
perform sustainability assessment studies, focusing on different sustainability “pillars”
(environment, economy, society) and scales (micro, meso and macro). Some of them
(e.g. life cycle assessment) cover only a certain pillar and object of sustainability,
while others cover a much wider scope and try to integrate different sustainability
pillars (e.g. cost-benefit analysis, multi criteria decision analysis) (Singh et al., 2009;
Zamagni et al., 2009). Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a product oriented tool used
most often for the assessment of environmental implications, while multi criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) is a set of methods that can be used to compare
alternatives from a product level to a policy one, by covering one or more
sustainability pillars (Munda, 2005; Epa, 2006). Together with product-based
assessments and integrated assessments (Ness et al. 2007) identifies indicators and
indices as three main types of sustainability assessment. Recently, new ratings and
indices have been developed that evaluate sustainability aspects of corporations. In
theory, they share the same background logic with financial indicators and they try to
utilize the power of ratings to direct companies towards more sustainable business
practices. However, in contrast to financial indicators, sustainability indicators are
very heterogeneous and their results strongly depend on the methods applied
[Delmas and Blass, 2010]. Usually, corporate environmental performance indicators
cover a) environmental impacts, b) regulatory compliance and/or c) organizational
processes.
Together with rising interest in sustainability assessment, the needs for further
development and improvement of assessment methodologies increased as well.
Recent studies stress that need for further elaboration of methodologies for land use
change in LCA studies involving forestry operations as these can have a major
influence on global warming potential and biodiversity (Fitzpatrick, 2016). Moreover,
some LCA studies in the field of biofuels production show different outcomes due
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to:(1)assessments being conducted in different scenarios,(2 )diverse sources of data
collection, and (3)model limitations (Nanda et al. 2015.) To give an additional point of
view Ridoutt et al. (2015) accuse an excessive number of inconsistent footprint
methodologies used in sustainability assessment of hindering the functioning of a
market for green products and claiming that a harmonized set of footprint indicators
based on LCA is needed (Ridoutt et al., 2015). The life cycle assessment approach
was primarily used to assess environmental impacts, however there is increasing
interest in assessing social performances of business based on the compatible LCA
methodology, therefore there is a need for further elaboration of Social Life Cycle
Assessment methods (Macombe et al., 2013).
Impacts:
Methodological choices in assessment methods: Using consistent methods,
enabling results comparison (e.g. using same approaches throughout the forest
based sector)
Including the use-phase: Assessment methods often stop at the factory gate
(cradle to gate approach). Possible long-term effects should be shown by including
the use phase (e.g. assessing the end-of-life of fossil based products vs bio-based
products)
Combining sustainable assessment methods with market assessment: By
combining technology foresight methods, life cycle methods and life cycle costing it is
possible to compare the environmental and economic performance of bio-based
products to fossil fuel based products.
Lab-scale technologies: Market assessment and sustainability assessment are
difficult to perform on a lab-scale. Assessing technologies and products already at
early research stage, might be the key to successfully develop sustainable products
and technologies.
Sustainable Life Cycle Assessment: An integrated sustainability assessment,
containing Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life
Cycle Assessment (sLCA) would describe different perspectives of forest based
products and enable development of better products.
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Ap2 - Technological trends
T1: Recycling wood- and fiber-based materials, including inorganics
The main wood based recyclable raw materials in Europe include recovered wood and
recycled paper. Altogether, nearly 50 million tons of recycled paper are annually utilised, and
c. 9 million tons are traded (Figure 1). The total volume of recovered wood is also high, more
than 15 million m3 (Table 1).

Figure 1. Utilisation, net trade and recycling rate of paper for recycling in Europe (CEPI data).
Table 1. Material application, energy application and disposal of used wood in Member States
(thousands m3) in the order of decreasing disposal (Vis et al. 2016).

Both of these materials represent resources that can be subjected to sequential or cascading
use for low- or high-grade material applications, before final energy use or disposal. If
possible, multiple high-grade cascading uses may lead to considerable overall advantages.
This is strongly supported by different European legislative bodies. Generally speaking, in
Europe the re-use of materials has been given priority over an incineration for energy
production through the waste hierarchy.
Although the collection rates for both the recycled fibres and wood are increasing, the disposal
share of recovered wood is still high in a number of European countries. The application areas
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of the recovered wood materials heavily depend on the quality levels (Table 2). Thus,
development of efficient collection and sorting methods is crucial (Vis et al. 2016).
Table 2. The applicability of different wood qualities for cascading use (Vis et al. 2010).

High-quality recovered wood has also been shown to be suitable for the production of pulp
and paper, MDF, bioethanol, and many other typical wood-biorefinery products. However,
such processes have not yet been realised in larger scales, for example due to only minor
cost benefits and potentially required technological process adaptations.
The recycled paper is mainly used for newsprint and packaging applications. The research
has frequently shown that other uses of the recycled cellulosic fibres are possible, such as the
production of bioethanol, sugar-based platform chemicals, or dissolving pulp. The deinking
sludge is either combusted (and ash fraction used) or used for mineral layers in landfill
topcover constructions. Many other applications have also been tested, such ethanol
manufacture and different cement, ceramic, and wood panel uses (e.g. Deviatkin et al. 2015).
Although the fibre fraction from the recycled fibres can obviously be utilised by the forest
industry itself, it is apparent that value-added used for the deinking sludge (ash) would benefit
from the collaboration with other sectors.
Impacts:
It has frequently been shown that the cascading use of the recyclable raw materials may lead
to positive environmental impacts and energy intensity. However, the adoption of efficient
collection and sorting systems for the different grades of recovered wood and fibre materials is
usually essential for that.
It has also been shown (e.g. for the fibres) that the increase in the collection rates may result
in reduced qualities, as lower quality materials will become more easily collected. To
compensate this, more virgin material may be needed.
During the past years or decades, increasing attention has been paid to biorefinery-type
processing of the recovered wood and fibres to biofuels, biochemicals and different
biomaterials. This type of processes can be realised only if the required raw material purity
levels can be reached. Otherwise, the biorefinery processing is similar than or equal to that of
the virgin wood material. The successful realisation of new industrial processes for the
recycled fibres would apparently result in reduced need to ship such materials longer
distances to China and fibre-deficient countries.
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It has been pointed out that some customer concern may exist towards materials generated
from ”waste”. The ”reclaimed wood” for floor boards and decorative planks serves as an
example of good customer acceptance.
The importance of constant or standardised nomenclature is crucial for and wider research
programmes on the utilisation of the recovered raw materials. Ervasti et al. (2016) found that
there is no uniform system of terms and definitions related to paper recycling and the
implications of this deficiency are profound.
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T2: Right raw materials for right usages
Description:
Improving the resource efficiency by optimisation/allocation of the right raw material to the
applications
The reason that this trend (optimizing raw material use) exists is to improve resource efficiency
within the forest industry and by doing so increase profitability. Different “main” uses for the
forest raw material exists today, for example wood for construction, timber, plywood, pulp and
paper, fibres, wood used as energy (solid), transformation to liquid fuels/chemicals, etc. In the
transformation process of the tree to the products mentioned above different technologies are
used. For each technology and for every product there exists an optimum “ideal” forest raw
material. The ideal would be to “grow” the desired quality tree for a specific product, and there
are a lot of studies ongoing in this area. An alternative/complement to growing the ideal tree is
to analyse the wood being harvested and early on in the process separate/isolate the ideal
wood fractions for downstream processing. Ultimately there will be a balance between the
economy of the process, the environmental impacts and the price customers are prepared to
pay for the products.
Production of chemicals & liquid fuels (Dawson 2012)
Considering production of chemicals/fuels from forest raw material three main technologies
exist, namely 1. Gasification and downstream valorisation via Fischer Tropsch, 2. Production of
pyrolysis oil and 3. Isolation of the sugars and production of chemicals/fuels either through
fermentation (bio-technical) or through chemical routs. For all three routes one of the major
considerations is access to cheap and “ideal” raw material. The main focus would then be to
maximum yield per hectare land. One option to produce the required lignocellulosic raw
material at maximum yield is to implement Agroforestry with special focus on “tree
domestication” for improved performance as a bioenergy crop. Agroforestry is all about
optimising trees on farms and in landscapes for the benefit of rural communities and other land
users. People have noticed tree-to-tree variation within individual species and have taken
advantage of this by selecting, propagating and bringing into cultivation superior types with a
view to optimising products and services for human benefit. The processes of domestication
started thousands of years ago for some species, but more recently modern knowledge has
enabled scientists to work in collaboration with farmers to continue and expand these activities.
One area of specific interest is research in phenotyping to optimise tree qualities for a specific
use. For production of chemicals and liquid fuels the desired wood quality is described below.
“Tree domestication” for improved performance as a bioenergy crop” (Lu et al. 2010; Porth and
El-Kassaby, 2015; Novaes et al, 2009)
Numerous studies have been performed to optimize forest biomass for production of second
generation ethanol. As the production process from lignocellulosic biomass to ethanol entails
production of sugar in the initial stages which is then fermented to ethanol, the same sugar can
be utilized as raw material to produce other high value chemicals either via fermentation or by
chemical routes. The study results for ethanol optimization are therefore even relevant to other
chemicals/fuels produced via the “sugar” route. Research so far has shown that the production
of ethanol may be significantly improved when woody feedstocks with more cellulose, less
hemicellulose, less lignin or lignin with a high S/G ratio and cellulose with reduced crystallinity
are used as starting materials. Great efforts are being made to produce such materials through
genetic “modification” (through natural and artificial hybridization) and the initial results are very
positive. An alternative/supplement to genetic “modifications” is using external factors for
example fertilizers, presence of root endophytic bacteria, etc. Numerous studies on poplar
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trees indicate that nitrogen fertilization significantly increased wood cellulose content and
decreased lignin content and its extractability, measured as the S/G ratio. Results also indicate
that nitrogen supply increased hemicelluloses at a significantly lower rate (5%) when compared
with the increase in cellulose sugars (8%).
”Phenotyping resources” (Porth and El-Kassaby, 2015)
Whole-genome sequencing and in-depth characterization (including genotyping) of trees has
become affordable due to cost-efficient technical advances including high-throughput
technologies. The phenotyping, i.e., the comprehensive assessment of complex traits,
however, remains labour intensive, especially those of wood quality. High-throughput
techniques to characterize the quality of trees that are used today include near-infrared spectra
(NIRS) determination and molecular beam mass spectrometry following pyrolysis, as well as
wet lab chemistry. These techniques are very valuable to develop a broader understanding of
phenotypic changes in biofuel traits depending on genetic variation and environmental
influences. Non-destructive and high throughput techniques for the assessment of cell wall
traits such as density, structure (using a X-ray tomography), macrochemical distribution of
lignin, cellulose and hemicelluloses (using coupled differential scanning calorimetry & thermo
gravimetrical analysis, see http://www.trees4future.eu/transnational-accesses/dsc-tga.html) are
under developed. A further technique under development within metabolomics platforms is
high throughput screening analysis of low molecular weight (aqueous phase soluble,
extractable) salicinoids and other unusual bark metabolites from natural Salicaceae collections.
These aromatic chemicals are potential value added products along with biofuels.
Impacts:
•

Shifting from techno-push to market-pull

•

Fast quality evaluation of raw materials in adequacy with different usages (including
phenotyping for breeding programs). Investments in relevant non-destructive high
throughput screening (and fast – real time) analytical methods to characterise wood
quality traits advantageous and should be prioritised to increase profits.

•

Specialisation of forest-based industry. “Breeding” combined with Agroforestry is
increasing both yield and wood quality for specific applications.

•

Trade-off between “full-usage” x sustainability
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T3: Digitalisation of raw material sourcing and availability
Description:
During the past 1020 years, it has become possible to collect, analyse and utilise highly
increasing amounts of different data from all different steps of wood supply chains and primary
processing stages. The data is available, for example, from national forest information
systems, various public data systems, marketing systems and in increasing amounts from
harvesting operations. In addition, excessive amounts of data on wood properties are collected
at sawmills or centralised processing yards (e.g. Usenius et al. 2007, Murphy and Cown 2015).
For different reasons, traceability of wood is also attracting increasing interest, and various
methods have been developed or tested for that. At the moment, RFID technology has gained
in popularity via many successfully demonstrated case studies (e.g. Häkli et al. 2013, Murphy
and Cown 2015, Saikouk and Spalanzani 2016), thus making a further addition to the long list
of potential data sources.
This moment, attempts are being made to find means to fully harness all the available data
(“forest big data”) for cost- and resource efficient wood supply chains, by the integration of
digitalisation and industrial internet. If successful, this would especially facilitate more efficient
and profitable wood production, decreased costs of harvesting and transport, allocation of right
raw materials to right places at right time due to enhanced decision-making systems, and thus
more added value to the entire value chains (e.g. Rajala et al. 2015, Venäläinen et al. 2015,
Sellén 2016).
Although the potential benefits of the combination of the different, heterogeneous databases
have generally been agreed on, there are numerous technical and non-technical challenges to
be tackled (Venäläinen et al. 2015, Rajala et al 2015). The key challenges relate to the design
of interfaces and other systems that allow the integration of different data sources and analysis
of the corresponding raw data. Another type of question relates to the joint management of the
ownerships of the different data and the creation of business models for successful
collaboration between the key players.
Attempts for more advanced automatization of data collection and sensor technologies are
also an important trend contributing to the development of digitalisation in wood supply chains.
Particularly the trend is to automate all the current manual steps. For example, there are
currently no automated means in the use for the insertion of the RFID transponders into the
logs; this is one of the issues that have slowed down their wider uses in forest industry.
Impacts:
A good number of technical, social, economic and environmental impacts are anticipated from
the enhanced digitalisation of wood supply chains. Most of these are naturally derived from the
typical main objectives of the planned digitalisation approach: significantly improved cost- and
resource efficiency of wood supply (in all stages) and use. As a whole, these will also help to
respond to the European legislation and policies related to forests, energy, use of resources,
and environment. Wood supply can also have significant roles in local economies and
employment.
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Ap3 - Economic trends
Ec1: Standardisation
Description:
There is currently a large increase in standardisation. This standardisation is at several
scales: National, European, and International.
Standardisation aims at reducing barriers to trade (example of CE marking), but also at
streamlining the evaluation of products, processes and services. For instance, new test
methods give the opportunity for accredited laboratories to unify their approach in evaluating a
product, which simplifies the recognition of the product through the borders.
Standardisation is also a way of transferring research results to practice, with consequences
for innovation and knowledge transfer. A new product which is standardized will enter much
more easily in the market.
Some stakeholders fight against the increased complexity induced by standardisation. This
trend must be taken into account by technical committees in charge of the standards: make
standards efficient, easy to use and understand, and avoiding extra costs. This is a key issue
for competitiveness.
Besides standardisation, there are also a number of European regulations (e.g. Reach,
Biocides directive, construction products regulation, etc.). These regulations generate
constraints for the industry, but give also the opportunity for more reliable and environmentally
friendly products.
Last but not least, voluntary certification (e.g. PEFC or FSC) is a driving force for the sector,
since it meets expectations of the end consumer.
Impacts:
The first impact is a huge opening of the market, due to the fact that products and processes
being standardized/regulated/certified are being recognized more widely. This is a good
opportunity for business development. In most cases, products (from the tree to the end
product) need to be traceable, which has consequences on the organization of the forest
based sector. It also implies a need for development of new techniques which can ensure this
traceability, and the consecutive checks.
Most regulations imply to work and innovate on products in order for them to meet the new
requirements. As an example, the biocides directive has forbidden the use of CCA
preservatives, and the industry had to put much effort into finding alternative preservative
treatments as efficient as CCA but more environmentally friendly. It is also a way to
demonstrate the performance of the product, which is a good argument to meet the end
consumer needs.
Industrial processes are also affected by regulations which tend to improve the working
conditions of employees (noise, dust, safety of equipment…). In some cases, this can have a
negative impact for companies, due to extra costs to upgrade the equipment, but on a long
term basis, it will have a positive impact for the competitiveness of our industry.
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R&D needs:
Firstly, most research can be valorised through standardization and regulations. Therefore, it
can be stated that any R&D development will find support from the standardisation bodies,
since it can help to innovate, prove performance, and ease trade and therefore meet the
expectations of the end consumer.
Specific R&D is needed in traceability methods, which involve innovative tagging approaches
(RFIDs, DNA, etc.). DNA is one way of verifying the origin of a tree. RFID allows following the
process from the tree to the end product.
Regulations as Biocides, Reach, Dangerous substances imply a huge need in chemistry
research, in order to improve the environmental impact of products. Alternative physical
treatments, as densification or thermal treatment, must also be investigated.
Test methods (e.g. measurement of dangerous substances emissions) also need to be
improved.
Last but not least, some industrial processes need to be improved in depth. These changes
imply technological research to be launched.
References:
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Ap4 - Environmental trends
En1: Climate change
Description:
Climate change is increasingly affecting forest conditions (growth, health, vitality,
biodiversity...) and raw material availability globally and at European level, allowing increases
in growth rates in some areas in northern latitudes, while endangering the survival of tree
species and forest communities in others. Temperatures, availability of water and changes in
seasonality may all become limiting factors for some tree species declining on dry sites close
to their southern distribution limits in Europe. Also, the recent increases in abiotic and biotic
disturbances can at least be partially attributed to climate changes (FAO, 2012).
IPCC projections for 5th assessment report AR5 (IPCC 2014) suggests increased risks and
impacts globally, both from direct climatic events such as storms, but also indirect from
increased risks from fire, pests and diseases, or spread of invasive species. As most
terrestrial ecosystems, forests are vulnerable to climate change projected even under low to
medium-range warming scenarios (RCP 2.6 to RCP6.05) as defined in IPCC AR5; in the
second half of XXIst century, climate change is projected to be a powerful stressor specially
under high-warming scenarios such as RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. Increases in the frequency or
intensity of disturbances such as droughts, wind storms, fires and pest outbreaks have been
detected in many parts of the world where forests are located and in some cases are
attributed to climate change (medium confidence in IPCC AR5). Also, the establishment,
spread and survival of populations of invasive species have increased, mainly due to
increased dispersal opportunities or to increased disturbances rather than climate change.
Globally, biomass and soil carbon stocks in forest ecosystems are currently increasing but are
vulnerable to loss to the atmosphere as a result of rising temperatures, droughts, and fires
projected in the 21st century. Measurements of increased tree growth over the last several
decades, a large sink for carbon, are consistent with this, but confounding factors such as N
deposition, increasing areas of productive planted forests, and intensification of forest
management practices make attribution of these trends to climate change difficult.
Impacts:
-

Regional impacts on raw material availability: they are significant regional differences with
respect to the impacts of climate change on forests, partly because climate change
manifests itself differently between regions. These variations relate to the impact of
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations on productivity, but also to variations in drought
durations, temperature increases, magnitude of storm events, etc.…For instance, in most
temperate forests of Europe, productivity increases have been observed so far, while in
Mediterranean regions droughts have increased, and insect outbreaks and fire risks
increases have been observed in boreal forests (IUFRO 2014). The consequences for the
provision of timber and other wood products are projected to be highly variable between
regions and products. Decreased production is expected in already dry forest regions
where increasing water deficit is projected such as the south-western part of Europe.
Extreme drought conditions will also decrease yields in areas not water limited. Under all
future climate projections, a range of climate change–related factors (extreme events and

5

RCPs (Representative Concentration Pathways) are identified with the radiative forcing by 2100; four main RCPs scenarios
have been used in AR5 (8.5, 6.0, 4.5, and 2.6 W m-2)
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disturbances, changes in precipitation, increased temperatures and CO 2) will continue to
exacerbate the establishment and spread of pests, vectors and pathogens, and negatively
impact raw material availability
-

Need for active adaptation of forest production systems: selecting adapted tree species
and provenances for the future climates and maintaining or improving the inherent
adaptive capacity of trees and forest will be critical to facilitate adaptation to climate
change in the coming century (EFI 2012). Regional assessment of forest vulnerability,
selection of adaptation measures in different bioclimatic regions, and raising awareness of
forest owners and practitioners will be important factors for successful implementation of
adaptation measures.

-

Opportunities for a new role of forests and forestry sector in tackling climate change: EU
forest-based sector play a significant role in the EU greenhouse gas balance; in all their
diversity, it is estimated that EU forests and the forestry sector currently produce an overall
climate mitigation impact that amounts to about 13% of the total EU emissions. The
potential for EU forests to contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation is
currently not used in an optimal way and is not incentivized under EU policies. The COP
21 Paris Agreement states that in second half of 21st century, human induced greenhouse
gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks such as forests should be in balance.
Looking ahead, this long-term perspective offers a great scope to enhance the role of EU
forests in tackling climate change. If adequately incentivised, Member States could
achieve a combined additional effect of as much as 400 Mt CO2/y by 2030 on top of the
existing sink and substitution. With the existing sink and substitution this comes to an
equivalent of about 22% of the current EU CO2 emissions.( Nabuurs et al. 2012)
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Ap5 - Political trends
P1: European and National forest policies and programmers
European and National forest policies and programmes (FOREST EUROPE, 2015)
Europe is one of the most forested regions in the world. Forests cover 215 million ha in
Europe, which represent 33% of Europe's total land area, heterogeneously distributed among
countries. Other wooded lands cover an additional area of 36 million ha. In Europe, the most
forested region is Northern Europe (53%), while South-East Europe is the least forested
region (23%). 45% of European forests are predominantly coniferous, 36% are predominantly
broadleaved, and the rest are mixed. European forests play an important role in environmental
functions, crucial for our wellbeing, as fighting climate change, conserving biological diversity,
protecting soils or preserving water resources. Furthermore, the productive role of European
forests has a relevant value producing also significant socio-economic benefits. The
development of the forest sector in a green economy would combine measures related not
only to protecting the environment and maintaining and enhancing the supply of forest
ecosystem services, but also to providing sustainable and responsible productive activities
and safeguarding the profitability of the forest sector.
The implementation of sustainable forest management (SFM) has been carried out in the past
25 years under the auspices of FOREST EUROPE, a voluntary high level political process
that develops common strategies in 47 signatories (46 European countries and the European
Union). Sustainable forest management is about managing and using forests, caring about the
maintenance and enhancement of the three ecological, economic and social functions and
services they provide. Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) is followed in the different
countries signatories of FOREST EUROPE by five Qualitative Indicators. Changes reported in
these indicators over time reflect the responses of policy makers to challenges and
opportunities related to forests and SFM. An overview of those indicators for 34 countries
reported in 2015 is given here below (FOREST EUROPE, 2015).
A1. National Forest Programme (NFP) or similar and related forest policies
Thirty-two countries from the FOREST EUROPE region reported to have a National Forest
Programme process in their country in 2014. The number of countries with a “formal NFP
process” has almost tripled since 2007. Significant changes in NFP processes since 2011
mainly concern amendments or updates to address either the economic crisis or issues of
implementation. While it is widely acknowledged that NFPs have encouraged broad
participation, facilitating adoption and implementation of policies and strategies, they have
been less successful in intersectoral coordination and integration of forest matters in broader
development goals, which remains an issue. A forest policy document such as “forest
strategy”, “forest policy” etc. (be it a law or not) exists in practically all FOREST EUROPE
countries, about half of which were developed through NFP processes and /or are endorsed
at high political levels.
A2. Institutional frameworks
Since 2011, significant changes related to institutional frameworks have been undertaken in
17 out of the 34 countries reporting. Forestry administration units continue to be merged with
bodies responsible for natural resources, rural development and nature conservation. In most
countries, the management of public forests is the responsibility of a separate body, usually a
publicly-owned state forest enterprise(s). The number of forest-related public staff reported in
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2014 is about 14% less than figures reported in the SoEF 2011. Around 220,000 people work
in forest-related public organizations in Europe, primarily in the management of public forests.
High numbers of public forest management staff are employed in countries with large areas of
public forests, where citizens expect a high level of social services from forests.
A3. Legal/regulatory frameworks and international commitments
In most FOREST EUROPE countries, forest laws currently in force are usually less than five
years old. Nearly half of the reporting signatories (15 out of 34) have amended their legal and
regulatory frameworks since 2011. The most frequent amendments to legal/regulatory
frameworks address issues concerning the governance of land use change. With regard to
international commitments, the majority of the signatories (20 out of 34) reported domestic
policy and legal changes in the wake of international commitments such as the EU’s Timber
Regulation and FOREST EUROPE Oslo Ministerial Decision and Resolutions.
A4. Financial instruments and economic policy
The majority of FOREST EUROPE reporting signatories (23 out of 34) have reported no
changes in the national economic policy on forests (public or private) since 2011. In nearly
half of the reporting signatories (16 out of 34), management of state-owned forests is
financially self-sufficient or profit oriented. As reported by 23 countries, total public expenditure
on all forest-related activities was 3,234,750,019 € in the last reporting period. On average,
this total sum would amount to around 17.90 €/ha of total public expenditure on forest and
other wooded land per year. Subsidies are the most frequently used financial instrument to
influence private forest management (used by 22 out of 34 signatories). Transfer payments
are most frequently used for the conservation of forest biodiversity, followed by support of
forest inventory and planning and protection of soil and water.
A5. Informational means
Most reporting signatories (31 out of 34) provided access to forest inventory data. More than
one-third of countries had a written (governmental) forest-related outreach and communication
strategy. Social media is used by an increasingly large number of countries in the panEuropean region to strengthen forest communication. Most countries have established
specialised entities responsible for implementing regulations, projects and programmes on
climate change, renewable energy and energy efficiency. Subsidies accelerate measures
designed to, above all, increase the use of wood biomass for bioenergy purposes. Policies on
forest carbon and carbon balance have gradually shifted from a focus on sequestration
capacity to a more integrated approach to sustainable forest management. The emphasis is
on the full chain of sequestration, the production of wood and wood products, and especially
on renewable bioenergy. As a result of climate change impacts, other important aspects are
the adaptation of forests to these changes and their capacity to mitigate climate change.
Impacts:


Forest Ecosystem Health and Vitality



Productive Functions of Forests



Biological Diversity in Forest Ecosystems



Protective Functions in Forest Management



Socio-Economic Functions and Conditions
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